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YOU ARE SPECIAL!
You are awesome!



I am SPECIAL!
I am awesome!



Why are you  unique?

You have your own mind
You have your own voice

You have your own passions
You have your own interests
You have your own experiences



Why do colleges ask for an essay?



YOU!
Express YOUrself!

“Nerd-out” about the things 
YOU care about. 

Be constructive about YOUr 
life

Be honest with who YOU are!



Can someone tell if your essay’s voice is yours?

How many people can identify the story as yours alone?



THIS IS NOT  YOu

Use these as inspiration, not as a template!



THIS IS NOT  YOu

Don’t be formulaic 
with your writing!
THERE ARE NO SECRET 

FORMULAS!



START. EARLY.



Brainstorming

● Talk it out
● Create an ideal environment
● Set your goals
● Write or sketch EVERYTHING
● Embrace the ridiculous!
● Start general, but end 

specific



Introduction
“Sitting cross-legged on the floor of a 
Bhimanagar slum dwelling in Bangalore, I 
ran my fingers across a fresh cut on my 
forehead.”

“I was paralyzed from the waist down. I 
would try to move my leg or even shift an 
ankle but I never got a response. This was 
the first time thoughts of death ever 
crossed my mind.”

“Eight years ago, I stepped off a plane 
onto a new land and said to myself, “this 
will be a life-changing experience.”



Body Paragraphs
There are no formulas.

Make the paragraphs 
and ideas “flow”.

Use your VOICE to 
dictate your writing.

Be UNIQUE



Conclusion
Wrap up the story

● Link the ending to the intro
● Share something you’ve learned

Don’t wrap up the story?
● Link the ending to a bigger 

picture or idea

Remind the reader why you are 
unique



Conclusion

DON’T bring up brand new ideas

DON’T just summarize your body

DON’T say “in conclusion,” “in 
summary,” etc.



RELAX!
(you are SPECIAL! you are  AWESOME!)



Am I done?
Absolutely NOT!



SAVE, SAVE, 
SAVE, SAVE!



Editing

● Take a break before 
editing!

● Read your essay aloud.

● Check for spelling or 
grammar mistakes but don’t 
stress yourself for a 
“perfect” essay

Things to look out for:

● Accuracy
● Purpose
● Focus
● Main idea
● Unity
● Organization
● Development



Editing
GET OTHER PEOPLE TO 
READ IT. AT LEAST 2. 
MORE IF IT’S MORE 
IMPORTANT.

(BUT don’t lose your 
voice.)



Essay Advice



What essay topics are out there?

Topic #1: The ‘identity’ question

    Some students have a background or story that is so central to 
their identity that they believe their application would be 
incomplete without it. If this sounds like you, then please share 
your story.



What essay topics are out there?

Topic #2: The ‘failure’ question

The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to 
later success. Recount a time when you faced a challenge, setback, or 
failure. How did it affect you, and what did you learn from the experience?



What essay topics are out there?

Topic #3: The ‘challenge’ question

Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What 
prompted your thinking? What was the outcome?



Tips
● Put aside preconception about what a college wants

● Address the prompt 

● Avoid cliches

● Choose a tone that speaks well of you

● Get feedback from others



RECAP



I am SPECIAL!
I am awesome!
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